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Criteria Rating 
Is this topic relevant to the conference? 8 / 10 

Is the writing and structure clear? 7 / 10 

Are graphics, photos, illustrations used where needed? 8 / 10 

Are the aims of the study clearly stated? 7 / 10 

Are the objectives of the study achieved? 8 / 10 

Is the literature review relevant and adequate? 5/ 10 

Has the author used appropriate methodology and explained them clearly? 9 / 15 

Has the author interpreted the findings correctly? 8 / 10 

Is the paper a significant contribution to the field? 10/ 15 

Total 70 / 100 

 
Notes to the author:  

1) The title is like a report, not a research paper. The research problem must be clear in the title. So I 

suggest changing the title to: The role of sustainability in providing small Living Space 

2) OR Sustainability as a means of small living space 

3) Rephrasing the Abstract according to the context followed for writing the abstract in scientific research 

articles! 

4) This research paper is more like a report than a research paper. 

5) The research problem is not clear! 

6) Please add a number of literatures to review and find out the research gap then the research problem! 

7) Reorganize the figures according to the related texts! 

8) The article has only four references which is not enough, please add some related references! 

9) Please don’t use “we, our” in the texts! 

10) Keywords are only two and these are from the title!!! 

11) Grammatical and punctuations errors, unclear and very long sentences! 
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